**How to make:** Make a game wheel, like the one shown, from two circles of posterboard. Color an arrow on the smaller circle. Mark the larger circle into sections with dollar amounts written on them. Fasten the circles with a brass paper fastener. Staple the larger circle to the board, leaving the smaller circle free to spin.

Have students design a Prize Gallery, cutting out both dollar amounts and pictured items from catalogs or newspapers. Mount each prize on an index card and pin it to the “gallery.” Make a Puzzle Board as shown. Then make spelling puzzles with student help.

Cut 2" squares of paper. For each puzzle, think of a person, place, thing, or title, using one or more Basic Words. (See examples above.) Write each letter of the word or phrase on a square. Put each puzzle in an envelope labeled with the category. Write the solution on the inside flap. Place the envelopes in a manila folder labeled *Spelling Puzzles* and staple it to the board.

**How to use:** Choose a puzzle, and pin the letters face down, in order, on the Puzzle Board. Have players take turns spinning the wheel and guessing consonants that may be in the words. Players “win” dollar amounts on which the spinner lands if they guess correctly. A vowel in the words may be “bought” for fifty dollars. One student plays “emcee,” turning over the letters and keeping track of how much money each player has. The player who guesses the answer is the winner and may shop at the Prize Gallery for a prize.